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Abstract— Analysis of microarray data for determination of the genes which are responsible for any genetic disease need 
effective computational techniques. As the human body consists of thousands of genes, the microarray data containing the 
information of the genes are tremendously huge. In this paper, we have presented a combined approach for revealing the 
gene pattern which may be associated with even a quite poor prognosis Schizophrenia disease. We have filtered the dataset 
using Gabor filter and the filtered output is then passed to a random forest classifier. The maximum achievable accuracy 
attained here for the diagnosis purpose is quite satisfactory. Also the gene pattern has been verified from DAVID ontological 
website where most of the genes extracted computationally are really associated with Schizophrenia Disease. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Genes are the basic constituent building blocks of a 
cell. They produce products, identified as proteins 
which also help in the activation of other genes. 
Hence, genes under different conditions of the human 
body, can form a net a gene regulatory network. A 
study of the gene expression values can help in the 
identification of the cause of various diseases and to 
find the solution thereof. Here, an end result is given 
i.e. data of a diseased person in the form of 
Microarray data. From there, we need to find out 
accurately the genes which are the root cause of the 
disease. Here, we have used a combined 
computational approach for our purpose which is 
later on to be verified with the results obtained from 
wet Lab maneuver. Some of the most commonly used 
techniques are decision trees [2], Rough Set Theory 
etc. Random forest [1] is a strong technique and its 
concept is based on the construction of a forest of 
decision trees. Every tree constructed votes and the 
overall votes helps in decision of the classification of 
objects into the classes where they belong. An 
important feature of random forest is the variable 
importance. The attribute which contributes more in 
node splitting will be associated with a higher value 
of variable importance. The technique has been 
successfully applied in different areas and for 
analysis of microarray data. Its feature 
extraction(genes)can be carried out by running the 
algorithm exhaustively again and again and removing 
the attributes having less variable importance at each 
step and the algorithm is terminated till a desirable 
amount of gene is extracted[11].The technique 
however cannot be applied in all microarray data. For 
instance, the microarray data for schizophrenia 
disease which we will discuss in the experiment 
section cannot be solved by using only random forest 
alone. Therefore in this paper, Gabor filtration of the  

 
microarray data is applied. Gabor filter [3] is a 
technique which can extract features in both the 
domains viz, time domain and spatial domain. The 
filtered output, contains the real part, the imaginary 
part, the magnitude part (combination of real and 
imaginary parts) and phase part of a complex function 
used in Gabor filter. Here, we consider only the 
magnitude part of the filter as it yields better result. 
The dimension of the dataset remains intact with 
transformed values from the original dataset. Random 
forest, when applied on the filtered output gives 
satisfactory result. The genes which may be the cause 
of the disease are identified and extracted by taking 
only the attributes with higher importance. We have 
also verified our result from the online ontology site, 
DAVID. The result shows that some of the genes 
which are associated with the disease have been 
extracted successfully. The whole paper is organized 
as follows. The overview or the background of Gabor 
filter and random forest are given in sections II and 
III respectively. The methodology used in the paper is 
described in section IV and the detailed experimental 
results in given in section V followed by the 
Conclusion in section VI and the references. 
 
II. GABOR FILTER 
 
Gabor filter[3] because of its ability to extract 
features in both time and spatial domain has been 
proved to be an able technique for many areas like 
pattern recognition[4], analysis of 
texture[5][6][7][8],recognition of face[9], and many 
areas. In this paper, we used Gabor 2-D filter. The 
formula which is associated with 2-D Gabor filter is 
given in equation (1). 
g(m, n) = si (m, n) wr (m, n) ………………(1)  
Here, si(m, n) is a complex sinusoid which is also 
identified or called as the carrier and wr(m, n) is a 2-
D Gaussian envelope.  
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A. Carrier 
The carrier in equation (1) above, is defined by 
equation (2): 

si( , ) = exp (j (2π( + ) + P))…….(2) 
( , ) defines the spatial frequency whereas, P is the 
phase of the sinusoid. The sinusoid can be defined by 
using two separate real functions. The functions can 
be allocated in the real part and imaginary part of a 
function. 
The real part of the function is a cosine function as 
given by equation(3) .The imaginary part, however is 
the sine function as given in equation(4). 
 
R (si ( , )) = cos (2π (  + ) + P)…………... (3) 
I(s ( , )) = sin (2π (  + ) + P)….................. (4) 
 
Here,  and  are defined in the Cartesian 
coordinates. They are the spatial frequencies of the 
sinusoid. These can be defined as a magnitude M   and 
direction  in the polar coordinates. 
 
M = ……………………………........ (5) 
  

= ……..………………………… (6) 

Therefore,   
M cos …………………………...….. (7) 
M sin ………..……………………… (8) 

si ( , ) = exp (j (2 π M (  cos  +  sin ) + P)) (9) 
 
The complex sinusoid function is depicted by 
equation (9). 
The square root of the sum of squared real output and 
the imaginary output will give the magnitude of the 
function. 
B. The Gaussian Envelope 
The Gaussian envelope of the function can be 
interpreted using equation (10) below: 
 
wr ( , ) = K exp(-π( + ) 
…. (10) 
 
Here, ( , ) denotes the function’s peak and a, b 
are the parameters for scaling of the Gaussian, and 
subscript r is for the rotation purpose, where  
 

 = cosθ +  sinθ … (11) 
 = − sinθ +  cosθ .. (12)  

 
III. RANDOM FOREST 
 
Random forest[10][12] can handle large dimensional 
datasets. Problems like classification and regression 
can be solved successfully by using random forest. Its 
concept is based on the construction of a number of 
decision trees of a forest where every tree will 
compute a response(vote).The instance are put down 
the tree. The overall result i.e.  response is determined 

from every tree constructed. In classification the 
majority of votes(response) or the maximum votes 
will decide the belongingness of an object to a 
particular class. However in regression, the mean of 
all the votes is taken. In this paper, random forest 
classification is applied on the filtered output of 
Gabor. 
A. Random Forest Algorithm 

 Randomly choose N samples from a training 
set of N samples and put back the samples at 
each step i.e. create bootstrap samples from 
the bag of training set. 

 Node Split 
Let ‘m’ be the total number of predictors. 
 Randomly select some t number of 

predictor (Breimen suggests  
, ,2  as the possible values of 

t) 
 Based on some objective function, the 

predictor variable that gives the best 
split will perform a binary split on 
that node. 

 At next node, choose another t 
variables randomly from all predictor 
variables and repeat the same 

 
B. Out-of- Bsg (OOB) estimate 
Random forest is based on random sampling of 
samples or objects with replacement. These are called 
bootstrap samples. During bootstrap sampling, not all 
of the samples will be considered for construction of 
the decision tree. Thus, usually about one third of the 
total number of samples available are left out. These 
samples are called the out of bag samples. The 
samples play an important role in giving an estimate 
of the accuracy obtained by the classifier. Further, 
they also take a crucial role in predicting the score 
which is associated with a variable (attribute).  
 
C. Variable Importance 
In every constructed tree, the left out samples i.e. the 
out of bag samples are put down the decision tree for 
casting of votes. The values of an attribute (variable), 
say r are randomly permuted. Let r1 be the total 
number of votes which has been casted for a 
particular correct class in the variable r permuted out 
of bag data. If r2 is the total number of votes casted 
for the correct class in the undisturbed oob data, then 
the average of (r2-r1) will give the raw score of the 
variable. 
 
IV. METHODOLOGY 
A. Dataset Collection 
The data has been collected from the following 
website:  http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov Series 
Geo_accession No. is GSE17612.Total number of 
genes = 54675 and the total number of samples = 51. 
The dataset has been split into two sets, a training set 
of 40samples (22 patients + 18 control samples) and a 
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testing set of 11samples (6 patients and 5 control 
subjects). 
 
B. Training phase 
The microarray data consisting of 40 samples is used 
for training purpose. The training phase is of two 
parts:- 
 

1) Gabor filtration of the samples: 
 The 40 samples are first filtered by using a 
Gabor filter. The Gabor function yield three outputs-
the real, imaginary, magnitude and phase part of the 
Gabor function. Here, we have used only the 
magnitude part as it is a combination of real and 
imaginary outputs and hence gives better result. 
 

2) Random Forest: 
 The random forest classifier is then trained 
by supplying the Gabor filtered output as an input and 
the accuracy is evaluated by using the out of bag 
samples testing.The classifier has been chosen as it 
works effectively with huge data.The other classifiers 
like Naïve Bayes,LDA require huge memory for 
processing. 
 
C. Testing phase 
The microarray testing set of 11 samples are first 
filtered using Gabor filter to reduce the noise and 
then it predicted using the random forest object.  
 
D. Gene Extraction  
The genes are extracted by using random forest on 
the filtered output where the genes which have high 
variable importance are selected. These genes are 
cross validated by using DAVID ontology website.  
 
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 
A. Gabor Filter 
The training set has been supplied to a Gabor filter 
(Fig.1) and the result of the magnitude part of the 
Gabor function (Fig.2). 
 

 
Fig.1: Plot of microarray training data 

 

 
Fig.2: Plot of Gabor filtered output 

From Fig.1, we can see that the genes expression 
level in the microarray data has lots of noise. 
However, after Gabor filtration is carried out on the 
microarray data, the genes expression is less noisy in 
nature. Further, we found that if random forest is 
carried out directly on the training set of the 
microarray data, an accuracy of only 50% 
approximately is achieved which is not appropriate 
from the diagnosis point of view. However, after 
filtration of the data the accuracy achieved is 
satisfactory which will be discussed in the next sub 
section. 
 
B. Random Forest  
The dimension of Gabor’s output is undisturbed. We 
have used a random forest classifier where an input to 
the classifier is the magnitude part of Gabor’s result 
.For the train data, out of bag testing is used for 
evaluation of the accuracy of the classifier. The data 
left for testing are then predicted using the object of 
random forest. A total of 1000 trees have been 
constructed.  
 

 
Fig.3: Output of random forest on training set. (Fig.3 is the 
result obtained by using random forest on the trained data) 
 

From Fig.3, 
Sensitivity = [(13) ÷ (13 + 5)]*100 = 72% 
Specificity = [(19) ÷ (3 + 19)]*100 = 86.36% 
OOB error obtained=20%. 
Accuracy=100-OOB error obtained=100-

20=80%. 
 

TABLE I: CONFUSION MATRIX FOR TEST 
DATA 

 
 

From TABLE I, 
Sensitivity = [(4) ÷ (4 + 1)]*100 = 80% 
Specificity = [(5) ÷ (5+ 1)]*100 = 83.33% 
Accuracy = [(4 + 5) ÷ (4 + 1 +1 + 5)]*100 = 

81.8% 
      Error = (100-81.8) % = 18.2%. 
 
Thus, evaluation of the results using a random forest 
classifier gives an accuracy of 80% on the train data 
and 81.8% on the test data. 
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TABLE II: EXTRACTED GENES 
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Fig.5: Result from DAVID.
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C. Gene Extraction 
Only the higher variable importance genes are 
selected. The variable importance are rounded up to 2 
places of decimal and the genes which are greater 
than 0 are chosen. A total of 615 genes have been 
extracted. These genes are shown in TABLE II 
above. 
 
D. David Result 
The genes have been verified using David gene 
ontology site (http://david.abcc.ncifcrf.gov/), where 
27 genes are directly related to Schizophrenia. 
Further, by checking the functional clustering of the 
genes most of the genes are also indirectly related to 
the disease (Fig 5). 

 
CONCLUSION 
 
In this paper, we have seen that a noisy microarray 
data can be filtered successfully when Gabor 
filtration of the dataset is applied. The efficiency of 
the random forest classifier obtained is also 
satisfactory for diagnosis of the disease. Also the 
extraction of genes results in a small sized pattern 
where validation from the gene ontology site 
available to us shows that the genes are associated 
with schizophrenia disease. Thus, a simple random 
forest classifier can work efficiently when 
accompanied by Gabor filter. The approach thus not 
only result in appropriate diagnosis of the disease but 
also help in identification of the most responsible 
genes for the cause of the disease. Our future work 
will be on construction of gene regulatory network 
for analysis of genetic pathways and also in drug 
design. 
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